What great things happen over coffee
at a coffee house?
Have you ever had something great happen over coffee at a coffeehouse?
For example: fell in love, had a great first date, reconnected with family/friends, changed
the direction of your life, had a brilliant idea, started a new business, closed a sale, made
a new friend, etc.
Share your story...An unedited creative work in progress
from Lifebushido

What is the most amazing uplifting movie you have seen?
Movie name and what moved you

www.lifebushido.com
Lifebushido
Anything is Possible
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Coffee Stories – Most amazing uplifting movie

Note: What is the most amazing uplifting movie you have seen?
Movie name and what moved you
American Beauty I just thought it was a wonderful movie that detailed the intricacies of
typical American life. Full of drama, emotion, and confusion, but the most uplifting part
is clearly the ending scene, where you see a smile on the main character's face. Check it
out if you haven't seen it yet.
You'll probably get this answer a lot, but for me it was Dead Poet's Society. The scene
near the end when the kids stand on their tables, having learned courage and a lot about
become men from their teacher, really moved me.
Iron Giant When the titular robot calls himself "superman" at the end as he sacrifices
himself to save Hobart, I want to cry. He was built and designed as a weapon, but he
chose to sacrifice himself rather than fight. Fate can be overcome by life's choices.
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind was the most beautiful movie to me, because it
showed the power of love to overcome everything.
RudyShowed that anything is possible.Notre Dame football Player
RudyThe movie is about how anything can be accomplished with hard work and effort.
The end of the movie when he makes the sack is very emotional and satisfying.
Forest Gump The entire movie is inspirational, each and every scene.
i would have to say the "joy luck club" because it showed how strong the motherdaughter relationship is despite trying times.
Movie: Enemy Mine Worst enemies could still find common ground, and with it, a bridge
across worlds. If you need humor tidbits or editing, sure, I'd be interested in helping.
Pursuit of happyness The scene where Will smith takes his son to the bathroom to
provide shelter was very touching
Me and You and Everyone We Know This is a really beautiful film by the performance
artist Miranda July. It is a sincere depiction of various people seeking to connect with
others. I was profoundly moved by the way July could portray moments of intense human
vulnerability in a realistic way with a strong message of hope and sense of wonder.
The Notebook. The last scene when both of them tie together, TRUE LOVE!
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The movie Miracle made me believe that even the underdog can come from behind and
win.
A Beautiful Mind. Russell Crowe plays a demented genius. After everyone, including
himself, becomes aware of his problem, his wife still sticks by him. He cannot cure
himself, but manages to overcomes the situation to live a productive life. I'd love to
make a movie!
The most amazing uplifting emotional movie I have seen is Passion of Christ. The one
scene that moved me was when Jesus was carrying his cross along the Via Dolorasa to
Calvary when Vernocia appears and wipes the face of Jesus. That scene moved me
because she was the only one who was brave enough to confront him and help him. I
don't see myself making a movie.
I have always loved "The Wizard of Oz". I feel that there are many lessons throughout
the movie,some harder to realize than others. However,the scene near the end of the
movie really touched me.Dorothy says this: "If I ever go looking for my heart's desire,I
won't look any further than my own backyard,because if it's not there,I never really lost it
to begin with." How profound,and true. A movie? Sure!
Pay it Forward -- I don't think it was any one particular scene. The whole concept of the
movie really made me rethink the way I was living my own life.
What was most positive, uplifting, emotional movie you have ever seen? --Independence
Day (1996) What aspect of scene of the movie moved you? - Speech By The President
(Bill Pullman). And also the overall movie, how devoted ppl are in the movie and how
united is the earth when its in danger. I didnt even blinked my eye for the entire 2 hours.
do you want to make a movie? Yes sure, quite passionate about movies and stories that
are close to actions, sci-fi and futuristics
Movie-Miracle.It conveyed the message of how an underdog ice hockey team of US
became world champions.It definitely lifts anyone's spirits.
Brian's Song The love and respect the two football players had for each other
The first movie that comes to mind is "Its a wonderful life" Every time I watch the film
I remember the value of each life. I love the end when the little girl says "every time a
bell rings and angel gets it wings." However... the most uplifting and inspiring act I ever
seen was a play called "The Man of La Mancha." The play is acted out by Cervantes, for
his fellow prisoners as he awaits the judgment of the Spanish Inquisition. In his act a
seemingly delusional Don Quixote assumes that he is a noble knight on a quest right the
wrongs of the world. He battles all sorts of monsters, and stands up for goodness and
purity. Though he is defeated by seeing his reflection, his legacy lives on through a
prostitute, who Don Quixote loved. The prostitute realizes that she is "a noble lady" if
she chooses to live her life pursuing goodness and opposing evil. As the play ends
Cervantes is called to meet with the Spanish Inquisition. This play really opens your eyes
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to a reality that lies under the surface of "real life." It inspires people to believe in their
own goodness, and to stand up for the morals and beliefs. I think that the music in this
play is very inspiring.
The most uplifting, positive, emotional movie I've ever seen is Meet John Doe starring
Gary Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck. It's about a homeless man and a laid-off newspaper
reporter and it's tough to explain, but it really takes you for a ride. It touches on the small
actions people take in their day to day lives, as well as big movements in politics. Some
people might criticize it as being "Capra-corn" but it's great in my opinion.
Facing the Giants. I loved the common day struggles that each character went through
and relateability of the characters. I would love to make a movie!
The pursuit of happyness the struggling of a man to make his living. if you decide you
can do anything. no i dont want to make a movie
Pay It Forward
My favorite of all time is Ghost with Patrick Swayze and Demi Moore. It gave me hope
that there is life after death. I could also identify with the pain that Demi, as being a
victim of a crime, felt after her fiance was killed, since my husband was murdered too.
The best scene, I still cry when I watch it, is when they are saying their goodbyes and he
walks into the light scene. I would not want to make a movie... I'm not that talented at
all!
Freedom Writers
Honestly, I would say the Notebook. Their love was so real. I could relate to it. They
argued and were brutally honest, but very much in love. My favorite scene that effected
me was when Allie went to Noahs house and met his father. He was such an amazing
father and it definitely showed the kind of person Noah would grow up to be.
My Big Fat Greek Wedding. I loved how a frumpy, average girl could meet a guy who
sees something special. She's able to transform herself into the beautiful woman she is
inside. She flourishes!
Slumdog Millionaire It's very emotional movie which represents love between 2 young
people. No I don't want to make a movie.
1) My vote will go to the movie - KING KONG. 2) The giant furious kong remains calm
after seeing the heroine. I like the power of love and affection which controls even bigger
spirits. 3) No idea.
Beaches with Bette Midler The part when Bette's best friend was dying and she knew
she only had a limited amount of time left on Earth. When the best friend died - Bette's
character took care of her best friend's daughter, Victoria. That especially moved me.
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This movie is an all-time favorite that definitely uplifted my spirit and soul. No I do not
want to make a movie.
Slumdog Millionaire The fact that the a boy from the slums can become rich and find his
true love. No, I don't want to make a movie. Sorry.
Pursuit of Happyness Father who makes something of himself to support his family
Coach Carter Team Work, and Role Model No
Yesterday's Children The reunion with the children at the end when they are now all
senior citizens and they have finally been reunited after a lifetime apart. By the way, this
is based on a true story. Once you see this you will never forget it. No movie ambitions
here.
The most recent movie was Slum Dog Millionaire. Very good. It had me crying at times
and gave me hope for a better future. I really would like to but I know I would not be
able to contribute much artistically nor anything financially (bad economy) in the
production of a movie.
Forest Gump was the movie. I liked the part were he ran away from his tormentors.
Grand Canyon The end of the movie when everyone stood at the edge of the Canyon and
realized that we are all one and very miniscule in the grand scheme of things!
movie name:slumdog millionare the scene about the boy who loves the famous hindi
actor
War/DanceUganda conflict breeds a group of children who live for a national dance
competition. Heartbreaking, but inspirational. Hits all the right emotional keys without
being overly sentimental. I'd love to make a movie like this
Remember The Titans. No I do not want to make a movie. Thanks
The Notebook made me believe that true love may exist and never die no matter how
long a person is away from someone or how much that person changes.
I'd have to say Lost In Translation. The final scene, is really, what tore my heart. When
Bob and Charlotte, say their final good-byes to one another. And yes, I would love to
make a movie. It's been my dream since I was a little kid.
The Pursuit of Happyness It reminded me of my life with my daughter. Just her and I...no
matter what we do, things just don't come out. Hopefully if we keep going, we'll have a
happy ending. Sure... hey...let's make a movie.
The Five People You Meet in Heaven
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"The Women" It showed that no matter what happens in your life, you have the strength
to accomplish your dreams. It portrayed the fact that dreams can come true, that you
should follow your insticts and that forgivness is possible. It also showed the importance
of true friends in your life.
Titanic was the positive,uplifting,emotional movie i have seen. The boyfriend saving his
girlfriend and dying in the chilled waters moves me. No plans for now but it depends.
Terms Of Endearment Mother Daughter how they both struggled with one another at
times. Aurora wanted Emma to be just like her in many ways. She did not like Patsy that
much Emma's best friend nor did mom like her husband Flap as she thought Flap was not
good enough for what ever reasons. What moved me the most was really the whole
movie i can not just pick one scene. But i think the most when Aurora came to terms with
her life and realizing what she was about to lose and that was her daughter when Emma
got really sick with Cancer. I have been in a movie when in 1987 when they did the
movie Bill And Ted's Excellent Adventure. I was an extra in the movie in the auditorium
scene. Fifth seat fifth person. Yes i remember how many seats over i was lol.. Id love to
be in another movie i loved it. It was allot of work but so much fun.
The most emotional and uplifting film I have ever seen is Scrooge, the 1970 musical with
Albert Finney. The idea that you can change your life and become the person you are
meant to be is truly inspiring. The film shows the triumph of spirit and absolute
redemption of the soul that the author was striving for.
Life is Beautiful The fact that The main character and his son were in a concentration
camp and his dad tried to be upbeat and make sure his son didn't suffer.
Pursuit of Happiness - Believe and you will find it
"Ghost" with Patrick Swayze and Demi Moore is the most uplifting movie I have ever
seen in my life. The idea that love overcomes all bariers and that there is love after dying
it is very touchy and you can not be moved. It's very uplifting to see that two people a
love that overcomes death. The scene that made me cry was the scene when Molly takes
goodbye from Sam and she sees him for the last time as a ghost. I don't want to make a
movie.
I really liked Pulp Fiction. It showed me that there is a whole other side to the world I
never knew existed. I was inspired to open my mind and exercise my weak willing
suspension of disbelief.
Movie : Sazaye kaala Pani Scene : Savarkar's Speech
The Pursuit of Happyness The depiction of a man struggling to find success not for
himself, but for his son. I do not want to make a movie.
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movie - So Close
recently - Marley and Me. I'm a dog lover and was seriously tearing up when the dog
passed away. It made me think about how much my dogs mean to me.
The Fountian, It's about love lasting beyond death and the fear of being left alone after a
loved one passes. It meant a lot to me because my boyfriend is terminally ill and it helped
us understand a lot about each other's emotions. Ys i'd love to make a movie, my email is
s.rebecca.anderson@gmail.com and i'm in Mayland.
It's a Wonderful Life
lost soul
One of my favorite movies is October Sky. It is the story of Homer Hickham, who grew
up in Coalwood, West Virginia, a mining town. His father was the manager of the mine,
a high school dropout who believed that there was nothing wrong with the hardscrabble
life of a miner. Homer was expected to join his father in the mining business and not to
aspire to anything different. He hated everything to do with mining, the sheer filthiness
of it, the risk of developing black lung disease, the low wages that compelled a worker to
remain beholden to the company store, and the mind-dulling repetition of the work. As a
teen, he was inspired by Werner Von Braun and his work developing rockets. Homer's
dream was to become a rocket builder. He read everything he could get his hands on
about rocketry. With three friends, he began crafting simple rockets. Initially, most of
them didn't even get off the ground. With patience and persistence, he perfected his
technique and eventually successfully launched small model rockets. This impressed his
science teacher, who encouraged him to enter a national science fair. He entered and
won, and was offered a full scholarship to college. Homer Hickham went on to realize
his dream. This movie inspires me to hold onto my dreams, be persistent and set my
sights on succeeding. I would like to see October Sky screened at all high schools. As
far as making a movie is concerned, no, I would not like to make a movie, but I sincerely
hope you will. I wish you great success in this endeavor.
Pursuit of Happiness was one of the most positive,uplifting movie i've ever seen because
it teaches the value of determination and perseverance. and all hard works pays off.
The Pursuit of Happiness (2006) I really love this movie because it is based on a true
story and the character just won't give up until he reaches his dream. Starting out as a
homeless man sleeping in public bathroom with his small child, Chris Gardner is now a
millionare business owner. Um, I don't think that I'll be a good movie maker.
Anna and the King That she was alone, broke, and had the courage to go to another
country. NO
The Beat There more than one but it was the one from the 80 in NY about teens and
poetry
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Same Time, Next Year is the movie that has had the most uplifting and lasting effect
upon me. I am moved by the strong connection people can have without actually being
in the same geographical location or being able to see each other or even communicate
very often. I am moved by the fact that a short visit can be a strong, soul stirring event
that sustains you for months and years to come. And, by the way, I would love to be part
of making a movie or being in a movie. I love new adventures and (I am open to all
suggestions.
One of the movies that I found uplifting and positive is 'The Color Purple'. I found that
this movie shows that no matter what a person may go through, they can still rise above it
all. Ceilie (Female lead) was beat throughout her life. She was made to feel that she
was ugly and not worth anything. She was even raped by the man she believed to be her
father. She was made to marry a man at least 15 years her senior. She cooked for him
and his family, took care of his children and cleaned his house, which was in a deplorable
condition when she arrived. He would beat her and tell her that she was worth nothing
and she was made to feel like a slave in her own home. Despite all of her trails, she came
out on the other side on top of things. She found the courage to leave her abusive
relationship and made a life for herself in the north. This movie helped me at a fairly
early age, the I should never let anyone control me or try to make feel inferior. It has also
shown me that I must have the courage to stand up for myself at all times.
The most positive ,uplifting ,emotional movie which i saw was "Cindrella man". Russel
Crowe acted brilliantly in the movie. The scene where Russel Crowe prevents his son
from stealing even going through a depressing financial crisis was the most moving scene
of the movie. No, i don't want to make a movie.
Rudy is the best movie I have ever seen. He never gives up, and he always believes he
can do it. When he gets to practice with the football players and ends up conquering over
them is when I feel uplifted.
When those 2 airplane hit WTC! That gave positive feeling to the world> what goes
around comes around. Justice was partially served. (just my opinion)
Pursuit of Happiness - Rubik's cube scence. 'nuff said.
The Pursuit of Happiness was by far an uplifting movie to me. I love the fact that it is
based off of an actually person who would do anything to make his dream come true and
to be the best father he could possibly be even through hard times.
Young @ Heart was a recent film that I felt was both amazing and uplifting. I really
connected with the way the generational divide was bridged with music. It also showed
how folks at any age are looking for someone to care about.
The most positive, uplifting, emotional movie I have seen was Tyler Perry's novie, "A
Diary of A Mad Black Woman." This movie inspired me. The scene that moved me the
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most is when Orlando and Helen express the true meanings of love by saying, "When im
away from you an hour I can't stop thinking bout cha! I pray for you." I also like the seen
when she runs to his job at the, end and he asks her to marry him. This movie expressed
that even when your husband won't do you right, even during a abussive situation, you
can get sick and tired and press your way out! Helen was a very strong and encouraging
woman. I would like to become a screenwriter and produce my own movie one day.
The movies that have uplifted me the most are about life after death. "Defending your
life" because the main point is overcoming fears. "Flatliners" because its about getting rid
of anger and resentment. "Heart and Souls" because its about helping people. You get the
idea.
Godfather
Facing the Giants The greatest aspect of the movie was the hope in never giving up, and
believing all things are possible. Yes, I'd love to make a movie.
The most positive and uplifting movie I have seen would have to be Simon Birch. The
fact that this little boy could over come everything dealt to him in life and still put others
first, really made me stop and think.
good
Fireproof was the movie. It had a message that even when things in your marriage seem
to be over God can put them back together. It doesn't happen overnight but you didn't get
into the problem overnight either. The best part of the movie was when the woman got
sick. Kirk Cameron played the husband and he took care of her. No I do not want to
make a movie.
The Notebook. They relelated scenes from the beginning of the movie and connected
well with the end. The movie did a great job of building the main characters and making
the viewer fall in love with them
Love Story
Bucketlist.
The moving that was the most uplifting and emotional for me was "V for Vendetta". The
aspect of common citizens, stranger to each other, uniting for a common cause. The scene
that was most touching was at the end, around the climax, when they explained "V was
every one of us". - No thanks on the movie :)
Movie "TITANIC". At the end of the movie, the split between Kate Winslet and
Leonardo Di Caprio.. Yes sure..in future..
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The most uplifting movie I have seen is Radio, it takes you to a place you'd like to see
everyday where others get motivated to help another that is challenged and the message is
so touching and heartwarming. I remember the moment that Cuba Gooding Jr. got the
radio in the film, tears filled my eyes with his excitement. I would not want to make a
movie I feel it would take away from the ability to appreciate others visions and hard
work.
FORREST GUMP THE SCENE THAT MOVED ME MOST WAS THE SCENE IN
WHICH HIS MOTHER WAS DYING AND FORREST ASK HER IS PURPOSE OR
DESTINY.
Sophie's Choice. When Sophie had to decide which child to give up to the Nazis. I
would like to make a movie, certainly.
It's a Wonderful Life
Horse Feathers, staring the Marx Brothers, may not be the greatest movie I've ever seen,
but it may be the one that leaves me feeling the best. I guess I subscribe to the old saw
that laughter is the best medicine. If Quincy Adams Wagstaff can save Huxley college
and win the big football game against Darwin, then I guess anything really is possible.
And sure, I'd like to make a movie.
Radio
The Gods Must Be Crazy Seeing life from another point of view, seeing something
humorous and new changed my worldview. I would be a good candidate for any job that
requires changing the world for the better. Especially making a movie.
the most uplifting movie i've ever seen was slumdog millionaire the way the boy rose to
his dreams and everything he did was to get to his love latika
RudyThe scene where the janitor is verbally beating the sorry attitude Rudy had when he
quit the team. He convinced him to be happy for what he's got and not to give up.
I recently watched the movie "Joyeaux Noel." It is about the German, French, and
Scottish troops in World War I that made a truce on Christmas day in 1914 and
celebrated together. My favorite aspect was how the soldiers realised that they had so
much in common and how after they got to know one another they couldn't bring
themselves to start fighting again.
most positive, uplifting, emotional movie was "slumdog millionaire". gives a "never say
die spirit" to your life
slumdog millionaire
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Resurrection, starring Ellen Burstyn, dir. by Daniel Petrie (1980). The gas station scene
in the desert at the end of the movie where Burstyn cures the young boy of cancer, and
the audience sees the continuity of life via the picture of an old prospector type who used
to own the station. He's shown at the top of Macchu Picchu with a caption reading, "I
made it!" Sure, I'd love to make a movie.
The Family Man At the end of the movie, Nick Cage realizes his life would have been
better if he had stayed with this college girlfriend and had a family instead of gone on to
work on wall street. So he goes back to his old girlfriend and convinces her to give him
another chance.
a walk to remember what moved me the most: that landon finally gave into his
emotions and ignored his peers whispers and comments. we never know where we'll find
our soul mate, their usually our total opposite, which actually makes us whole. when
landon made the telescope for jamie. i could feel his pain as well as his love. he made it
for her, and no one else would ever feel the connection.
Forrest Gump The scene where Lt Dan says to Forrest, "Gump, I didn't thank you for
saving my life." and then he dumps himself into the water and goes swimming. Lt. Dan
battles with God and in the end finds peace. This was an extremely uplifting moment
during the movie
The most uplifting movie that I have seen is "The Pursuit of Happyness". It was uplifting
because the main character was such a hard worker and he was so unstoppable. He would
do anything to make his life and his son's life better. No, I don't want to make a movie.
Pay It Forward The end scene where the young man has died but his spirit of living is
seen by his mother when many people come to his home with lights showing how a
simple act of kindness on his part has spread through the community and throughout the
U.S.
Facing the Giants The scene where one player carried another player on his back the
entire length of the field.
The Green Mile
I have seen a tamil movie called autograph recently...This movie touched me very
much...It describes a person's life from school days to mid 30's. In each phase, he falls in
love and tells how he differentiates love from infatuation....Very nice movie to watch..
Lost in Translation Even though it is rather bleak, it shows that normal people can still
find beauty in the mundane.
Rocky- the original one. I love that it was a regular guy given a chance-he wasn't looking
to BEAT the champ, just "go the distance" and he did it. It's the best underdog story ever
told. I've never really been interested in making a movie.
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Shawshank Redemption I loved how the main character played by Tim Robbins didn't
let his situation stop him from taking control of his life. And the friendship between the
two men was wonderful.
Slumdog Millionaire: it shows you can come from nothing and still have opportunities
Of the many movies I have view over the years, Somewhere in Times seems to stand out
above all. The scene from the movie that most stands out is when Chris Reeves & Jane
Seymore are reunited after her performance on stage. I would very much like to be
involved with a movie. As they progress with the movie industry in Michigan I believe
that could be highly possible.
"The Ruling Class" with Peter O'Toole. It illustrates the need for class struggle in this
economy.
The most positive, uplifting and emotional movie I have ever seen is The Killing Fields
(1984). It describes the story of Dith Pran and his friendship with Sydney Schanberg. It
is based upon a true story of the trials and tribulations Dith Pran went through during the
Cambodian auto-genocide in 1975-1979. Throughout his arduous journey toward
freedom, Pran never gives up, but remains hopeful and is determined to be a survivor.
The scene that most moved me was when Schanberg travels to the Refugee Camp to be
reunited with Pran. He asks Pran, "Do you forgive me?" Pran answers, "Nothing to
forgive, Sydney, nothing to forgive." and the two embrace. This scene is set to John
Lennon's song, Imagine.
Wild Things
A Walk to Remember was is sad but it is a feel goo
The most uplifting movie i have ever seen was A Time To Kill. This movie dealt with
race issues and how the judicial system works. The most powerful scene was the one
where Matthew Mcconaughey gives a speech about what would the white jurors do if it
was their child who got raped, instead of the child being black. Powerful movie, powerful
cast, very powerful message.
Pay It Forward
THe most uplifting and emotional movie I ever saw was My Life. It starred Michael
Keaton, who was dying of cancer. Throughout the movie he made video tapes for his
unborn son teaching him how to do different things like shave, ride a bike, and how to
treat woman. Even though it was a very sad movie, it made me appreciate all of the
people in my life who I love and cherish each moment we all have together. Life is short
and you never know what is going to happen.
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The Pursuit Of Happyness Struggling hard to achieve what you need till the end without
losing hope. No. I dont want to make a movie.
pineapple express...... the scene where dale the protagonist saves sol the other main
character from a burning building. it was uplifting
No, I don't want to make a movie. The most powerful movie I've seen is Pursuit of
Happyness. Because his situation was dire and continued to push through the struggle
until he gained success.
Gattaca - we can overcome our deficiencies
THE BUCKET LIST. Jack Nicholas and Morgan Freeman were amazing in this story of
how one disease can bring together people from different social classes and race, to
become friends without boundaries, to experience the final days of one life without
regrets and leave a lasting impression on those who witness the journey. I loved the
humor, the real life trails and having experience cancer and the horrible treatment that
follows, I ws impressed that the director went so far to show only the ones affected by the
disease can really know the true story. To see the final resting place, a simple tin can on
such a majestic mountain was beautful.
The most positive, uplifting, and emotional movie that I have every seen was "Honey". I
know that sounds crazy but its true. Honey is a very positive message. When Honey lost
her job, she never gave up on her dream and in the end she came out on top and she kept
pushing forward.
Vanilla Sky David and Sophia's night at Sophia's house.
What was most positive, uplifting, emotional movie you have ever seen? I loved the
movie RENT. It definitely falls in this category for me. What aspect of scene of the
movie moved you? My favorite part was at the end when the girl who had been fighting
drugs and AIDS came back from the dead to see her friends film. It was so moving. Oh,
by the way, do you want to make a movie? Anything but porn. Lmao.
Patch Adams. It sets a great example of how life really should be! I would love to make
a movie!
Shawshank Redemption. I would be terrible at making a movie.
The Ultimate Gift I loved the way it had somebody who was rich and prideful change his
life to respecting and giving to others. How the short life of one girl affected this person.
It shows how life's greatest gifts we can give ourselves by giving to others. It can be
personally applied to any person.
A lot like love
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The Notebook. No
Most uplifting, emotional movie: Armageddon I found this particularly emotional and
uplifting Bruce Willis's character sacrifices himself in order to save his daughter's
boyfriend and make his daughter happy. This shows true courage and is uplifting as he is
willing to do anything for his daughter. It is a very sad film, but shows a lot of love.
RockyThe stair climb.
"You've Got Mail" with Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan was uplifting and emotional for me.
The serendipity of these two people and the way their lives became entwined gave me
hope for peoples' happiness. I especially liked the scene when Meg Ryan was closing her
book store, looked at it one last time and saw herself "twirling" with her mother when she
was a child. It brought me to tears but at the same time there was hope that she would be
able to carry on with her life and find happiness. I also loved the scene when they finally
meet in the little park and she realizes that her online love was her real life one. In the
past, I''ve actually created a short movie for two friends who immigrated to the USA from
Canada, a sort of mini-documentary, about how their new country began, that opened
with footprints in the sand coming out of the surf, and ended with our flag waving against
a blue sky.
Forrest Gump - The determination of Tom Hanks' character to do whatever he did with
100% committment and his innocence.
Edward Scissorhands the snow at the end yes
The Dish The Landing on the Moon
Slumdog Millionaire - No matter what you are dealt in life you can overcome it and turn
it into something positive. Of course I want to make a movie. Who doesn't? Doesn't
everyone think aspects of their own lives would make a fantastic movie?
Little Miss Sunshine - the scene where the brother who has taken a vow of silence
throughout most of the movie screams "you do what you love and f*** the rest" I don't
want to make a movie.
The movie was titled "Ponette". It chronicles a girl greiving over the loss of her mother.
The way her thought process of grief is shown is very touching. I would like to make a
movie.
Dragonfly for me was an awesome movie. If there was a script that moved me yes I
would want to make a movie
the commitments - making it big, and having fun doing it
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The most uplifting movie I saw was "Pay it Forward". It uplifted my spirit in hopes that
there are still people out there who care and actually want to help others with nothing to
gain personally. The best part was how the little boys cause reached across the country
and people were helping one another just because. It would be nice in these hard times to
see more people reaching out. Even a kind word of hope to someone down on thier luck
can help so much.
Wall-EVery silent film like. Friendship and love is very apparent. Wouldn't want to
make a movie.
Top Gun!
The shawshank redemption This movie talks about hope. A person having hope for more
than 20 years adn getting the result is great!
"The Fountain" was the most uplifting and emotional movie I have ever seen; the way the
main character finally accepted death moved me the most.
i am sam
"He's Just Not That Into You" was the most uplifting movie I've seen this year. It made
women everywhere realize that they can exist and be empowered without a partner. It
also taught women to look elsewhere besides the men they'd usually focus on.
The most emotionally stirring movie I have ever seen is "Fireproof". The concept of love
being a choice carrying a responsibility of sacrifice for the one you love, and not simply a
warm, comforting, and peaceful feeling saved my marriage. I would love to make a
movie portraying the impact of lost faith as a youth (drugs, ruined relationships, teen
pregnancy, etc) turns on one moment's decision and often requires a lifetime of
redemption.
Life is Beautiful A father doing everything to protect his child
Shawshank Redemption -- It shows how a deep and lasting friendship can develop even
in the most adverse circumstance. My favorite scene was when the two men met again
after several years apart. No, I do not want to make a movie.
in america the family's resiliency
Green Mile
Good Will Hunting. The aspect of the movie which was most uplifting was the main
character overcoming adversity to disocover his true path in life. No I don't want to make
a movie.
Castaway starring Tom Hanks
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The most positive, uplifting movie that I have seen in recent years has to be "The Pursuit
of Happyness". From the beginning to the very end, Will Smith's character, Chris
Gardner, has so many obstacles in his way. I thought the scenes with Chris and his son,
Chris Jr. (played by Will Smith's real life son) were so heartwarming. It really makes
you realize that no matter what, if you put your mind to do something, you can achieve it.
Secret Life of Bees How different cultures can work cohesively.
Star trek- Insurrection When the direct commands of those in leadership went against the
morally right thing to do, the crew of the enterprise chose to do the right thing and defend
the innocent.
Love Story
The most uplofting movie that I've seen recently would have to be Freedom Writers. It
shows that regardless where you or raised and what adversities you may face that you can
make something of yourself if you try and don't give into the environment you are in.
Also shows that there are people in the world that genuinely care about your well being
and don't need to have a motive to do it.
Under The Same Moon. Although it was about a controversial topic (illegal
immigration) this topic is also very personal to me and my family, and the connection
between the mother and son brought tears to everyone in the theater. In the film the
mother had to leave her son behind and after a few years they can not see eachother, the
little boy goes through the journey on his own to be reunited with his mother. The family
members had no idea where the boy was and the moment where they are reunited after
many years had everyone in the theatre bawling !!
movie-walk to remember i love the romance in the movie no,not interested to make a
movie
fisher king
"Shinler's list" by Speilberg. It was the sheer screenplay and dialouges that impressed me
most.
Well it has to be Shall We Dance - a light movie, but talks so much about not living your
life to please others and involving your partner in whatever you do. Basically the idea
that "having fun in life is important" is the best part of the movie - there are too many
average people leading boring lives which is dangerous. Of course the idea that when
one's spouse is involved the fun is naturally multiplied is lively too. I would love to make
a movie, primary fantasy based or animated, and have some ideas that I am honing.
ROCKY WAS THE MOST UPLIFTING MOVIE THAT I HAVE SEEN. I LOVE THE
UNDER-DOG TO WORLD CHAMPION CONTENDER THEME...TE THOUGHT
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THAT SOMEONE WITH ALMOST NOTHING GOING FOR THEM WAS ABLE TO
ATTAIN CHAMPIONSHIP STATUS. I WOULD LOVE TO AKE A MOVIE.
Freedom Writers. Hilary Swank gets a group of students who thought they weren't worth
anything to write about their life experiences. She made them believe in themselves, and
brought them all together. Amazing movie.
The notebook
The most positive, emotional movie I have ever seen, I just saw a couple of weeks ago. It
was "Milk" with Sean Penn. I know it had a lot of the documentary footage from "Life
and Times of Harvey Milk" in it, but there were just certain aspects of the movie that
moved me. Milk was portrayed as a savvy politician in a major city, but he was also a
flawed human being like the rest of us, with problems and issues of his own. I don't
want to star in a movie, but I would like to learn to write one.
Pay It Forward was an amazing message for us all. The most compelling aspect was that
from an innocent child, mankind could become a more positive influence than we tend to
be. I would not know the first thing about making a movie.
I recently saw the 1994 movie To Live that was directed by Zhang Yimai and acted by
Gong Li and Ge You. I was really touched my this movie because it spoke to the
fundamental spirit within every person on the planet, which is to be connected to other
people in meaningful ways. Despite the main characters being caught in the tornado of
the Chinese civil war, the Great Leap Forward, and the Cultural Revolution, the main
characters simply "lived." Given our collective worries about the recent recession and
the devastating wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Somalia (among others), it's good to
remember that the human spirit perseveres even under the most trying of times.
PATCH ADAMS The entire movie is so uplifitng. I wish i could make a movie, with a
very strong, positive and emotionaly uplifting story.
"Life is Beautiful" with Roberto Benini. His off-beat and comedic approach to the
miseries he faced in a concentration camp gave me hope that I can handle anything that
comes my way. I do not want to make a movie.
Lat den ratte komma in or Let the Right One In. It's a wonderful film about friendship,
disguised as a vampire movie. It's about a bullied boy who forms a friendship with the
strange girl who moved in next door.
I honestly really liked Twilight. I am an older woman (30) and I thought it was going to
be the same old thing about vampires and humans. As it turned out the Vampires were
honestly good (for the most part) . The love in this movie could be felt for days to come
after watching it.
Rocky
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Miracle was the best uplifting movie, I have ever seen. I especially loved how the coach
(Herb) was confident in his decisions and skills and believed in the guys to the point that
they could create a miracle. If you pay attention to the ending where it states what they
are doing now or what they did after the season, they all did fairly well with their lives.
The Passion of the Christ After seeing the movie I felt like I had truly witnessed my Lord
and Savior dying for me. No , I don't want to make a movie.
The most amazing movie I have seen is Slumdog Millionaire. I really liked it when he got
the answers right at the end and then found the girl.
The most uplifting movie I have ever seen is Finding Forrester, especially touching was
the scene in which William Forrester, the hero of the story, dies at peace in his home
country of Ireland. I'm not interested in making movies at this point.
8 1/2 by Fellini The scenes about his childhood are most revealing
WaterproofI love it because it is lighthearted and funny, while being serious at points and
meaningful. Sure I'd like to make a movie, I make videos already.
The most positive and uplifting movie I have seen is Pay It Forward. The emotionally
moving aspect of the movie is how many positive changes could occur from rather simple
actions of a few people. I do not want to make a movie.
The most uplifting movie I've seen is "The Holiday" (2006) with Kate Winslet, Cameron
Diaz, Jack Black and Jude Law. There's a part of the movie where Iris (Kate Winslet) is
talking with her new friend Arthur, a former movie producer. The quote exchange is
below: Arthur Abbott: Iris, in the movies we have leading ladies and we have the best
friend. You, I can tell, are a leading lady, but for some reason you are behaving like the
best friend. Iris: You're so right. You're supposed to be the leading lady of your own life,
for god's sake! Arthur, I've been going to a therapist for three years, and she's never
explained things to me that well. That was brilliant. Brutal, but brilliant. Many times in
my life I have felt like "the best friend" to my friends' "leading ladies." I'd never quite
thought about taking charge and playing the main character in my life until I heard that
dialogue in The Holiday. Life is about embracing and enjoying, not playing second fiddle
to someone else's happiness and satisfaction. To answer the final question, no, I do not
want to make a movie.
My favourite is Nuvve Kavali in Telugu (Indian movie). It uplifts the friendship to very
extent and very good movie to watch.
The movie I most rely on for personal motivation, enabling optimism, and providing
general self-motivation is 28 days, starring Sandra Bullock. It is simple, honest, and well
acted and it helped me personally overcome some addiction issues without being too
didactic or superficial. The scenes when Sandra Bullock finally confront her addictions
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as being lifelong and susequently removes herself from toxic environments (after leaving
rehab) and people are ideal for inspiration and motivation. I must admit, though, I am
still unable to get a plant to grow.
I thought american beauty put me in the best mood. The ending is sad to some people but
it made me think about my life and appreciate it.
Me again! before Danny Boyle reached his current Slumdog popularity, he did a
wonderful movie called Millions. I can't explain how wonderful this movie is. A mother
dies, leaving behind 2 lost little boys (ages 5 and 7 approx) and a father who is equally as
lost but is trying hard to make ends meet. The boys spend much time on their own, in
rural England, and the youngest believes very much in God, and sees visions of Saints.
The youngest is outside and prays to God to solve his problems at the exact moment an
escaped bank robber throws a huge satchel of money off of a moving train, planning to
come back for it later. It lands on the side of the boys' fort and the story goes from there.
Laughing, crying, fear...it's got it all. I can't believe it didn't get picked up and distributed.
Also, I do not want to make a movie...but I do own a uniform rental house in toronto,
Canada. mostly contemporary stuff, including police, paramedics, hospitality industry
etc... if we can help, lemme know. mr.bixby@hotmail.com
the most positive ,uplifting movie is the titanic.i was moved by the scene where the hero
died
Schindler's List - The scene at the end of the movie where the real Schindler Jews are
putting stones on Schindler's grave
It was Awakenings with Robin Williams and Robert Denerio. When Robert Denerio is
dancing with Penelope Ann Millers character and he realizes that his disease has started
showing signs of coming back and he knows that he will never get to dance with her
again. He trys to dance and then walks over to the window and watches her leave. I cried
and cried but it made me realize to cherish what I have and never take anything for
granted.
"Life is beautiful" My favorite scene is when the boy is hiding in the box and his father is
taken away to be executed by the nazis, and the father sees his boy hiding and make
believes that he is playing a game and that he is making fun of how the nazis walk. I
would like to create a movie someday.
The most uplifting movie I have ever seen is Forrest Gump. I loved the end of the movie
where Forrest is talking to his wife by her graveside and tells her how much he misses
her and that their boy is doing so well. No, I don't want to make a movie.
The most uplifting moving I've ever seen was Iron Jawed Angels with Hilary Swank. I
was moved by the portrayal of how strong those women suffragists were and everything
they accomplished, especially because it was based on a true story. um...I don't really
have any movie making ability, so no.
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The Shawshank Redemption, Amelie, Cinema Paradiso, The Straight Story.
Saw 4..... The amazingly taken movie...
titantic. The relationship between jack and rose was so... moving. I want to have a
relationship like them one day. The movie overall was just really inspirational. And yes, i
would like to make a movie one day.
Where the Heart Is.
Life as a House. Kevin Kline is a poor (bad not monetarily), divorced father whose is
distant from his ex wife and son. He recruits his son to help him remodel his bungalow
and this act brings the family together. It's such a simple metaphor but the movie is
powerful and moving.
Defending Your Life because even in it's cheesy comedy approach, the whole principal
was not to live your life in fear, because that is what will always hold you back. My
favorite part was when they talk about how on Earth it's the size of your penis that
matters, but in higher levels, it's the percentage of your brain usage that really impresses
people. Make a movie? Hmm, it depends. Please update us with more info if possible.
Dead Poets Society. Great message.
Apollo 13; The ability of normal people to be creative enough to design a new filtration
system and get that device constructed in a small capsule cruising through space is
inspiring. No thanks.
The most uplifting move I have ever seen is "Legally Blonde." Though a shallow
romantic comedy on the outside, the movie reminds you to consider your strength within.
I love the character of Elle Woods who seems stupid, shallow and lacking substance at
first sight, but is actually smart, deep and good-hearted. When things aren't going her way
she works hard and shows everyone who she really is shocking her critics along the way.
Free Willy
The most amazingly uplifting movie i have ever seen would be "Wrist cutters: A love
story", it is very sad that these people have killed themselves, but even in all of the
despair and death, in the end two people get through it and find love. it makes me think
that allthough my life is not so great in the end everything can turn out good. p.s. i would
like to be in a movie.
Remember the titans was very emotional for me especially when the boys were in the
middle of the game and they realized that the only way that they could win was by
working together, so they came together and became the closest football team that i have
ever seen.
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Juno. She was sure of herself and handled a difficult situation in a positive manner.
The most positive, uplifting, emotional movie I have ever seen is "Where The Heart Is".
The scene that I found the most moving was when Natalie Portman had a talk with
Ashley Judd on what she should tell her children about why they were molested by a man
she barely knew. It was just very emotional and a very powerful message, that life goes
on and although there are bad people in the world, we still have to live it to the best of
our abilities. No, I do not want to make a movie.
Moulin Rouge, the dancing scene with "SO EXCITING!"
Gran Torino - The end of the movie when Clint Eastwood got killed but got the bad guys
locked without violence.
The most amazing, uplifting movie I have ever seen is The Bucket List. The movie
centers around two men who find they are dying and are determined to make the most of
the time they have left, and form an unlikely friendship based on being there for each
other during their difficult time. The most moving scene to me was when Jack
Nicholson's character reconnected with his estranged daughter and granddaughter before
he died. The other scene that got to me was the ending scene with the funeral and the top
of the mountain where both men's ashes were eventually laid to rest besides each other.
"What Dreams May Come" When he descends into Hell to rescue his wife's soul even at
the risk of his own
I love "The Lives of Others." The movie is very uplifting because it shows how people
rise above extreme government oppression, even those who are supposed to be the
enforcers. There is much tension in the film because you wonder if certain people will
be caught in the government's web and how they will react when they are exposed or
when they learn the truth. One particular scene when a female character is caught but
misreads the intentions of her captor is distressing in its ending. Because the movie is
based on history, even though we know how the story ends for the government, we are
treated to closure with two main characters which is extremely satisfying and intensely
positive. No, I do not want to make a movie.
The Notebook This movie is a tear jerker while you watch. This is a movie with
awesome after tastse. Watch the movie, cry anf then go talk about it with your fellow
viewer. It is a story about all types of love----true love, married love, first love, summer
love, and the healing power of love.
Bringing Out the Dead First moving scene - a drug dealer with serious injury hanging
upside down over a balcony is seeing fireworks, and he is moved and happy. Second
moving scene - the ambulance driver and the girl are sitting in the back of an ambulance,
and bumps in the road make them bump into each other, they have a moment. I want to
make a movie.
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Field of Dreams. It is a great sports and family movie combined together.
RudyThe end when all of the Notre Dame players cheer for him, getting the entire
stadium to cheer. I would be interested in making a movie.
Pursuit Of Happyness starring Will Smith. There is a scene in which he was not able to
obtain shelter for the night after being kicked out of the hotel he was staying with his son.
Inspite of everything he had been going through he was able to turn the situation into a
game to try and comfort his son because they would be spending the night in the train
station rest room. It was very emotional and uplifting as it represented the sacrifices
people make for their children despite themselves. this movie made me want to work
harder to gain the success I want and need in life. What kind of movie?
"Shine"
Life Is Beautiful The passion and love of the main character played by Roberto Benigni
was so inspiring. Throughout the film he shows his love for a woman and then for his
son as they deal with the horrors of the Holocaust. I have never seen a movie that made
me feel the way this one did. This movie shows that love can conquer anything.
The most amazing and uplifting movie I have seen in the last few years has to be August
Rush. This movie truly shows what its like to never give up on something that you think
can happen. In this movie Evan(August) is an orphan who thinks that music will bring his
family back together. Little does he know that his parents are both great musicians. This
movie shows what love and determination can really do.
Forest Gump - YEAH
The Pursuit of Happyness. It made me cry. The scene where Will Smith's character
realizes he got the job was so powerful and emotional.
The Bucket List. It taught me that you should live in the moment and make sure that you
do everything you've always wanted to do now and not when its too late.
Pursuit of happiness The scene with him and his son sleeping in the public restroom Hey
why not
The movie that has had a profound affect on my life is "Pay It Forward" (released in 2000
with Kevin Spacey, Helen Hunt, Haley Joel Osment). The story about a young boy
coming up with an idea for a social studies class project. He decides to do three good
deeds to three different people and in return asks those three people to "pay it forward"
by doing good deeds to at least three people they come across. The result is that Trevor's
project ends up having positive affects on many people because of the chain reaction
from his good deeds and his request for people to "pay it forward." In the end, Trevor
ends up giving his life to protect a friend. Although his life was cut short, the impact he
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had on the world around him was nothing short of amazing. Though the ending was
tragic, this was one of the most uplifting, positive movies I have ever seen. It reminds us
that, even though we are just one individual, we can each have a profound influence on
the world we live in. The really neat part is that the ripple affect of our positive influence
can extend beyond our wildest dreams in ways we will never know.
i am sam - just how a retarted man can take and raise a child and give her love to bring
her up right . its makes you cry
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind - brilliant, creative, confusing, refreshing, and full
of heartbreak, goodness, and love. The whole film is entirely delicious.
Titanic.
The Pursuit of Happyness (2006) Christopher Gardner played by Will Smith (actor). This
was absolutely one of the best movies I've seen. It gets you right at the heart because of
the struggle he faces as a man, husband, father, person. When he finally makes it after
everything he's been through you're so happy and relieved and proud, a mix of emotions.
John Q- How far someone will go for the people they love not too interested in making
a movie.
Rocky. When Rocky goes the distance with Creed in his boxing match, it was a victory
for all people that dreams can come true. No, movies are tough difficult for me to make!
Seven Pounds is a beautiful story about a man giving the ultimate gift to others- his life.
Newsies is the most uplifting movie I have ever seen because it is about orphan newsboys
who ban together to take on corporate America.
The film that rocked me is "Autograph". It is a film in my regional language tamil. It tells
about the importance of self confidence for a man and how a man can succeed by being
confident. It also encourages physically handicapped people to face the world challenges.
A great uplifting movie.
the most positive, uplifting, emotional movie i have ever seen was "im Juli" They met
under the Bosphorus bridge and he proposed to her with a poet that he learned from her.
Yes i want to make a short movie
Mozhi - a movie in Tamil, directed by Mr. Radha Mohan. This movie instills a sense of
positivity to all those physically challenged ones. A dumb female wants to prove herself
and she succeeds too. A very good movie.
the positive, uplifting, movie which i ever have seen is "TITANIC". A great romantic
movie of the time. 11 Oscar Awards wining movie. The aspect which move me was when
the hero was running with heroin in the whole ship. do you know y i love those scenes
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because i think hero was only doing this for his love. he was standing in front of many
powers only with the power of love. Yes this movie also give a positive message that
money is not every thing love also have value and it values a lot. yes i have a lot of ideas
in my mind so i can make the movie and i want to make a movie.
I think the most emotionally uplifting movie I have ever seen in recent years is a film
from India "The Slumdog Millionaire". I can't describe which part or scene is the best
because all scenes are interconnecting and responsible for each actions throughout the
film. But all I can say is when you've reach the part of the film near the end, you will feel
the weight of the message and the life story of the primary characters in the movie. So
moving is all I want to describe about it, and an underdog too given the fact that it had
been included in the Oscars, and actually won and claimed the best picture title, besting
Benjamin Button and other good movies of the past year. I deeply salute the Indian
inspired film which depicts the real life in a real world especially in the slums of third
world countries. I do want to make a movie someday if I have been given a chance. I like
it to be of sci-fi in content and a little bit of horror because I'm so much into those genre.
"Groundhog Day" was surprising to me. I assumed it would just be a comedy because
Bill Murray was in it, but it really resonated with me. Here's a guy with a bad attitude and
a cynical outlook on life who was just muddling by. He got trapped in the same day over
and over again, to the point where he was in deep despair. Then, one day, he just decided
to do everything right. Life's like that. Sometimes it takes practice!
Freedom Writers The fact that a teacher can inspire students to learn and become better
people.
The most positive uplifiting movie that I ever seen was Ghandhi. We went to see this
movie in grade school. I wasn't very interested because the movie was so long. After the
first hour I got into the movie and was very moved. The most amazing part of the movie
is when they were protesting and after one was hit another took the thier place and was
hit also. There were many people in the movie theatre crying because in was so
emotional. No I don't want to make a movie I prefer to watch them Thanks
I find "I Heart Huckabees" amazingly uplifting. It has great ideas on how to cope in a
completely crazy world.
Chak de india is the movie i have ever seen in my life. The actor shah rukh khan played
as a coach role in the movie. The main scene which i liked in the movie is hockey match.
It is shooted brialliantly. The whole seen looks like real international match. ya, i have a
small feelings about making short films. thank you
Crash
My favorite uplifting movie is "Rudy." To borrow for Harper Lee, I have walked a mile
in his shoes. When he got a quarterback sack at the end of the movie, all his dedication
to Notre Dame football was realized. I cry every time, and I can't help it.
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The most uplifting movie I have ever seen is Miracle. It really shows that if you try hard
enough and work at something hard enough, anything can happen
Table for Five. This movie was both the saddest and the happiest movie I have had ever
saw. I am unable to choose one scene in particular that moved me due to the fact each
scene moved me in one way or the other.
Persuit of Happiness is one movie which lifts me up in troubled times. The scence which
moved me the most was the one in the end when Chris (Will Smith) gets selected as the
stock broker, the joy you receive when you see his face when he hears the news cannot be
measure. It gives me a lot of encouragement as it shows that if you work really really
hard for something then nothing can stop you from getting it. I like the idea of making a
movie but I don't know much about it.
Big Fish starring Ewan McGregor
I haven't really seen any emotional movies. "Saving Private Ryan" kind of makes me
teary towards the end. No, I wouldn't want to make a movie.
The Secret Life of Bees
The color of Friendship. Everyone knows racisim exists, but few know where. It was
interesting to see the view of racism change within this one white south African girl. It
opened by eyes, and made me realise that not all racist people are bad people, they're just
brought up that way.
The Ten Commandments - very positive and soul searching! No, I would nlt be
interested in making a movie - I'm a watcher!
Pay it Forward The concept
Pearl Harbor In that movie my confidence and emotions strongly uplifted when I saw the
American president get up to stating position actually he is the role of President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt. Very interesting and confidence seen in that movie.
Amelie
The Fountain - it reminded me about how precious human life is.
The World's Fastest Indian In this movie, Anthony Hopkins stars as Burt Munro. It
moved me most when Burt would handle with kindness various encounters which could
have turned out badly. He handles difficult situation with simple kindness, grace and
humor. It made me realize that we can always respond with kindness. I do not think I
would like to make a movie at this time!
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My vote goes to The Pursuit Of Happyness. This movie has made me cry. The plight of a
salesman, who just can't seem to get his life on track, and the simplicity in whch it is
presented is hard hitting. The life of a common man in the US, is not really a bed of
roses. Truly amazing portrayal by Will Smith, the most moving part of the movies is
when he becomes homeless and broke, where the lead character has to spend a night in a
subway station bathroom. But he never gave up the will to live and put all his might into
saving his and his son's life from becoming a failure. Studying and working day in and
day out, staying in a homeless' home, and finally ending up, getting the job of the stock
broker, for which he had worked and gone through untold workplace miseries, this story
deserves ovation.
Forrest Gump was the most emotional, uplifting movie I have ever seen. The end scene
where Jenny passed away moved me because Forrest's life had changed so much and he
finally got his dream girl and she passed away. I love that movie.
"October Sky". I don't think it's a well known movie but I love the kind of story in which
a disadvantaged kid finds a way to make his dreams come true. Do I want to make a
movie? No
Dirty Dancing To me it exemplifies the fact that anyone can be and do anything if they
want to. The best scene to me is the where Baby is trying to do the lift and gives up so
Johnny takes her out to a lake and shows her that she can do it.
I thought the movie The Pursuit of Happiness was an uplifting and dramatically positive
movie. What affected me the most was how the father and son went from being homeless
to making it big in the end. What was most emotionally effective was how the father tried
to keep calm and focused even while he was hurting inside. The scene when he breaks
down crying in the subway station is probably the most memorable, because his
vulnerability revealed his virtue in that scene. He never gave up and the love he had for
his son kept him going. I think that scene really showed the dynamic nature of human
struggle and the motivating power of love to overcome failure.
The most uplifting movie I've seen is "Shawshank Redemption." The most moving scene
is when Andy and Red are reunited at the very end. It validates the movie's theme that
hope is a powerful force. I am not interested in making a movie.
Seven Pounds
"What Dreams May Come" I love this movie because it says that you can come back
from the very darkest places and still find redemption.
Schindler's List
This might seem quite strange, but a very good movie, (the most funniest movie i've ever
seen!) is WISEGUYS w/ Joe Piscapo and Danny Devito. the last scene is a very uplifting
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scene!.......And yes, i'd love to make a movie!....plz count me
in!(tmays101@yahoo.com)...Terry A Mays
The secret life of bees is the best uplifting movie I have ever seen.
ET, I like the kid and alien friendship thing
The Secret Cottage. It showed that beauty is on the inside and we can see each other as
beautiful.
The most uplifting movie i have seen is in tamil its name is "AUTOGRAPH", this movie
is the best that i ahve seen it a very different story with lots of emotion in it not only that
it also has love emotions in it this movie i saw cannot be forgotton because i saw this
movie with my fiance and there was an important message that message is
"HANDICAPPED PEOPLE CAN ALSO LIVE LIFE WITHOUT ANY PROBLEM", is
the best message given in a wonderful way they have specified it in a very wonderful
way with the support of a song beautifully picturised. I am not interested in making any
movies. Thank u.
Bananas
There is a movie in Tamil called Mozhi which means language and is a love story about a
music composer who falls in love with a girl who is deaf and dumb. Its amazing how this
girl is so independant and how they communicate through sign language and lip reading.
The story explores complicated relationships and how language is about communication.
Its also an inspiration for anyone physically disabled. About your second query - I make
short videos using Windows Movie Maker. Very simple and just a way of using my free
time. Making a movie? Sounds very exciting and i would love to see how its done - and
help out. Mozhi reviews can be seen here: http://www.thiraipadam.com/cgibin/movie_review.pl?id=541&user_name=bbalaji
http://www.nowrunning.com/Movie/Reviews/MovieReview.aspx?movie=3543
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind The ethereal, wafting aromas of almost all the
scenes moved me. I love to make movies.
The most uplifting movie I've ever seen was A Walk to Remember. The most touching
scene was the scene that Jamie and Landon were in the play together.
Free Willy is a very positive movie. The big message is about a boy with difficulties
helping an animal and at the same time being helped by the animal. The most emotional
scene is at the very end when whale Willy jumps to freedom - with human help !!!
Beaches was heart warming because of the friendship. The death scence most moved me.
The Bucket List
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The most uplifting movie I've ever seen was Rudy. Rudy is about a young man who
dreams of playing football for Notre Dame. However, Rudy is a small is size, already is
expecting to work in the mills and does not have the money to attend college. Despite all
of this, Rudy does make it to Notre Dame and plays on the football team. In the
beginning, he is only a back up player and is beat up badly during practices. He sticks
with it and eventually plays in a real Notre Dame game.
"The Pursuit of Happiness" such an emotional movie with Will Smith. The scene that did
it for me was when him and his son were sleeping in a bathroom, the only place where
they could find shelter, someone started banging at the door and demanded it to be open.
The look on Will's face when he head the slams just killed me. The movie being true and
all really affected me and how i cherish the life that I have, i never want to see anyone go
through the story that this man has lived, but from where he was and where he has been
made to today is amazing
"Shawshank redemption". It just made me feel good about the world and gave me hope
that a solution can be found, no matter how grim and hopeless the situation might seem.
"What Dreams May Come" starring Cuba Gooding, Jr. and Robin Williams. I guess it
really got me because it showed what Heaven might be like and how far one man would
go to make sure he shared it with his one true love. I don't think it had a deeper message.
I read more on your website and I'm still intrigued by the movie offer. I'd be willing to
make a movie.
Black Book (The Foreign Film Not The One With Brittany Murphy) - The Fact One
Woman Goes Through So Much During World War 2 And yet Still Is Strong And
Helping To Others.
Misison Impossible is one of the best movies I have ever seen. As the name suggests to
keep your morale high because nothing is impossible. I do not want to make any movie.
Roots:- This movie concerned with overcoming odds, prejudice and friendship.
The Pursuit of Happyness (2006) It was a tough movie because the father in the picture
was struggling so mightily to hold things together, but one thing after the other kept
knocking him back down. He would claw his way almost out of the hole, then blam,
back down he would go. He eventually climbed his way out, but it was a battle and he
was doing all this while raising his young son and trying to pretend all was well.
i think the movie that i saw that changed how i look at love is the movie "bed of roses" it
makes you realize that if you are willing, someone will love you if you give them a
chance. and depends on what the movie is, but yhea.
The Guardian- inspired me beyond belief, the final 10 minutes are the most amazing,
makes you want to serve
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My most favorite movie is "Blues Brothers". Stay cool, doesn't matter, what happens :-)
The pursuit of happiness. The whole movie was soooo sad. It made me hate the mother
and people in general, but to see will smiths character succeed after all of the horrible
things he and his son went through was so AWESOME
AmelieThe whole message is about doing nice things for other people. Also inspiring is
the general sense of appreciating small things, embracing curiosities, and showing that
it's ok to be silly.
I saw a Tamil movie " Muthalvan " meaning Chief Minister. The hero is given a chance
to act as a chief minister as a challenge. Accepting the challenge, he acts as C.M. He is
very quick to inspect various department and give dismissal order to those who get
bribes.But the price he gives for this dare actions is, his parents are killed in a bomb blast.
In a scene he clearly shows how a pregnent lady dies b'cos her car is held in a traffic jam
during a strike. The hero shows his emotions exactly how a husband would have reacted
in such gory situation. The aspect indigated here is that people no more interested in
accepting bribery.
The Pursuit of Happyness The time when Will Smith after working for three months
without pay finally becomes a stockbroker and he has a job to raise his kid and get back
together with his wife. The aspect of his hardwork to achieve happiness moved me. Yes, I
would like to make a movie.
seven pounds= sure (krissy.nicole@gmail.com)
The most positive, uplifting movie I have ever seen is Madagascar and Madagascar 2. I
know they are children's movies but the story line is really good and it really makes you
feel good to watch them. The characters are identifiable and fun to look at! I don't want
to be in a movie, sorry!
RudyGrowing up I always wanted to go to Notre Dame, and I wished I had the
determination that he had. As unmanly as it is I cry every time.
Waking Life. The movie is about the power of lucid dreaming, which inspired me to start
to try and consciously control my dreams while I am asleep. I got good at it and it has
changed my life. Also, the animation in the movie is incredible.
The most positive uplifting movie I have ever seen has to be pay it forwards. The idea of
paying it forward really moved me and made me want to be a better person and help
others become better people.
''AmÃ©lie'' is my favorite movie... magical, imaginative and the screenshots are just
colorful and beautiful.
pay it forward
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August Rush
Shawshank Redemption. I liked the twist ending.
TITANIC
Movie: Contact, starring Jodie Foster The most moving scene for me came late in the
movie, when Ellie Arroway, a logical, dispassionate astronomer, is overwhelmed at the
sight of the celestial phenomena and civilizations she is being shown by the aliens. She
realizes that logic and science are not enough to understand this. She repeats, "So
beautiful... I had no idea... there are no words... they should have sent a poet!" (instead of
an astronomer) Can science and spirituality both work in harmony? That's part of what
this movie tries to answer, and it was an important question for me personally, as I first
saw this movie shortly after the person I loved most in the world had died - and she knew
how much Carl Sagan (the author of the book on which the movie was based) and his
writings meant to me.
The most positive uplifting movie I have ever seen has to be Click. That movie made me
realize how valuable life is.
Ghajini(Hindi)
Wide Awake You saw the journey of a little boy who lost his grandfather. The child was
an amazing actor and the emotions seemed very real. And I donâ€™t think Iâ€™d really
want to make a movie.
Shawshank redemption, The end when he is able to escape prison, but also convince
morgan freeman's character to try to live outside of prison.
Waking Ned Devine. It's about teamwork, cooperation, and the importance of friendship
and community. It made me laugh and cry. So cute.
_October Sky_. Smart, earnest, hardworking, conscientious, sensitive boy beats the odds
and makes good in life. Heroic father, inspirational teacher, a poor working-class
company town. A boy's enthusiasm for science, and the support of friends, leads
eventually to work that would land us on the moon. Best of all, it's a true story! (Or at
least, based on real characters.) And a bonus: The title, "October Sky", is an anagram of
"Rocket Boys" -- the title of the book on which the movie was based.
The movie was 'Dance with wolves'. It showed really how the human beeing can be or
good or bad.
City of Angels w/Nicolas Cage & Meg Ryan He loved her THAT much to take the
plunge and fall out of immortalization. Then she dies and he realizes that he must go on
with his life,as he's got no other choice. I'd be awesome & would love to make a movie.
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bad santa
Joe Dirt. As much as I get mocked for owning and LIKING the movie Joe Dirt, I
strongly believe it has a very positive message. Although it's a comedy, it's also a sad
movie about a guy with a tough life that makes the best of what he's handed. I enjoy
watching him show the other characters that people and love are what really matters in
the end.
Vanilla kabadi kulu- tamil movie
The movie "Beauiful Life", was the most uplifting and emotional movie for me, I felt
inspired by his need to still be happy in a time of sadness and despair. When he was shot
in the later part moved me to tears.No, i do not want to make a movie.tnx
Made in Heaven. One line from the movie is about how to travel in heaven-"Think about
where you want to be and you're there." They try to show this idea in real life.
Pursuit of Happyness. The father in the movie (played by Will Smith) never gave up to
pursue his dreams. Anything and everything he did to make his life better. He never did
give up, and in the end, he got what he wanted. It was a heartwarming and lovely movie.
Yes, I'd love to make a movie.
I think Steel Magnolias was the most emotional movie I have ever seen. It is a true
testament that with friends you can survive anything. This movie takes you along the
lives of 6 woman, through marriages, beauty treatments, babies and sadly death. The
most moving scene for me was the funeral when Sally Field gives her speech and gets
mad, I cry every time. This movie has a an A list cast. I loved Dolly Parton's character,
she cracks me up. I am not personally interested in making a movie but my 14 year old is
well on her way to becoming a film maker. She makes short video's all the time.
Click was one of the most uplifting movies I have seen. I think this was because it
showed you why you should live your life to the fullest and not just put yourself into "fast
forward."
Patch Adams The aspect of the movie that moved me was that Patch always went out of
the way to improve the quality of life of all those around him.
I'm not religious or anything but my boyfriend's family is LDS (mormons) anyway his
dad let us borrow some movies and one of them was called "The Other Side of Heaven"
it's about a young mormon guy who goes on his mission to some little island with a
bunch of native people who don't speak english. My favorite scene in the movie ended up
being after a huge hurricane hit the island and they started to run out of food and the
revrend of the island at first thought that the mormon kid was wrong about religion but
people were starting to die off and the revrend saved the kid by giving him a jar of jam to
eat. It was cool because they, i don't want to say didn't like each other, but didn't approve
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of the way each other hadled things and then the revrend basically sacrificed himself so
that the kid could live...it was sweet.
The Notebook This movie as sad as the ending may have been in some people's eyes,
uplifted me because it confirmed that there may still be true love to be found in life. It
made me want to keep looking and not give up hope. The part that affected me the most
was the husband being there for his loving wife even after her memory was gone. The
love never died within him...
V for Vendetta. Nope not interested in movie making, only watching.
"Field of Dreams" The whole part about and with his father is always uplifting, always
moves me. i always love to make movies, i just took down 200 videos i had up on
youtube
Perhaps the most positive, uplifting, emotional movie was Powder. The scene that
moved me the most is the scene where Powder's father rejected him as his son and we
first see Powder's reaction.
Meet the Robinsons. I loved that the movie stressed the importance of continuing on
despite failures, which only cause one to learn a way what won't work, bringing them one
step closer to what will work.
Walk To Remember - True love exists.
The best emotional movie I have ever seen is Big Fish. The story is rather ficticious
throughout its plot and is definately interesting and kept my eyes glued to the set. The
story is about a young boy who's father was dieing and telling his story to his son. His
son, more rational than character, had difficulties in accepting his fathers story, (as most
children do with their parents.) The positive, emotional, upliftment, came at the end of
the movie when they are burying the boy's father. The events that were depicted in the
father's story, were found to be true, when each of the characters the father encountered,
showed up at his funeral and astonished the young man. The man left behind a legacy, a
story to tell his son, and this was a very powerful message.
The most emotional movie i saw was Gladiator. It was emotional because the main
character lost his wife and child and goes to fight in the ring to become famous and return
to Rome for revenge. The most uplifting is this movie are the fights and the quotes of the
gladiators.
Rocky IV is the one that I would have to go for. As a man, I had to have the action along
with the motivational stuff as well. I'm a sucker for the underdog stories which make me
feel like I can accomplish anything because I myself am an underdog in many aspects of
life. So after Rocky has his set back with his friend that died, and the hard training he did,
to come to the final round where he knocks down the russian was just plain awesome. So,
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it's not a tear jerker uplifting, but it sure made me want to improve my life in some way.
And yes, making a movie would be cool.
CAST AWAY
Slumdog Millionaire is one of the most insightful movies made in many years. The
entire story gives the audience a sense of hope after the main character goes from being a
"nobody" slumdog, to a millionaire in a matter of hours.
Titanic!the scene who moved me was the part where the two of them were staying on
deck and felt free by not keeping them on the boat fence.
Pride and Prejudice The fact that first impressions can be overcome, and that love can
bloom in the least likely places. There is hope for us all. no
A movie that really uplifted me was the Lifetime movie, Living Proof. The movie was
about the doctor the inventing the revolutionary breast cancer drug herceptin and how it
helped the initial focus group of woman and also about the Food and Drug
Administrations approval process. The movie was heartbreaking as you saw certain
woman who were reduced to numbers and rejected from the trial's phases dying but at the
same time you know that this drug is going to go on to change lives. This movie was
amazing because as a cancer survivor it showed that there is hope for eliminating cancer
so that it will no longer be a concern in the lives of women.
A Walk to Remember Though at the end the girl dies it is a great love story and moving
as well. I watched it several times.
Life is Beautiful All the parts that had the father in it with his son and made the Nazi
concentration camp seem not so bad, because his son was so young and didn't understand
what was happening.
The most uplifting movie I've seen has to be Slumdog Millionaire. The main character
overcame the odds of poverty to rise above and in the end gets the girl which is always a
positive.
Movie: The pursuit of happiness Aspect: The struggle to overcome poverty and how the
hardwork finally pays up. Really emotional and very inspiring. No, I dont want to make
a movie.
The most uplifting movie I have ever seen was Buffalo 66. A man with many troubles
decides to kill another man and then himself, but then decides that it is not worth it.
What is the movie about?
Glory. Human dignity, struggle for equality, love of country, brotherhood, self-sacrifice,
freedom. No thanks (again) on movie-making!
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The Notebook because it is about true love. No specific scene was specifically moving,
just the fact that his wife became old and didn't remember him anymore and he still came
and tried to get her to remember every day.
Shawshank Redemption
The Notebook. This movie showed how you can find the one of your dreams, stay with
them til the end, and even when they are dying in front of your own eyes, you can still
enjoy being with them and still love them and be there for them. Nicholas Sparks' book
turned into a movie was excellent! Using James Garner, an all-time favorite, just made
the movie that much better as he is an excellent orator. Clean, good movie.
The Shawshank Redemption. It gives the message that justice comes to every man
eventually and that a life can be reclaimed amidst lives of lost potential.
RudyThe scene where he decides he needs to follow his dream and knowing is not gonna
be easy and knowing he has no resources, he takes the path of glory. sure
"What dreams may come" with Robin Williams best fits this description. The way it puts
the concept of Heaven into relative terms was, in my humble opinion, paradigm shifting.
I dont want to make movies, by the way. You asked.
I have seen the movie "Slumdog Millionare". In that movie a small boy becomes a
millionare by facing many pains and atlast he reached his destination. From this what i
have learnt is "We have to face problems boldly to attain our success".
The Notebook. The end when the couple dies together.
The secret, is my favourite movie and also my favourite book. It changed my life
honestly. I'm more positive everyday and grateful with life.
The notebook is the most uplifting movie I have ever seen. It showed that true love really
can withstand anything and I think with all of the divorced parents in the world, it shows
young girls that true love really can last forever. I laughed, I cried. That movie touched
me in a way no other movie ever has.
1. Life is Beautiful. 2. The lengths to which the father was willing to go to protect his
child.
Never back down
Pride
I saw a short film called Chicken a la Carte by Ferdinand Dimadura about hunger in other
parts of the world. It made me grateful for what I have, specially the last scenes were
uneaten pieces of chicken are taken to a poor village were children happily eat them.
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Life is beautiful
Forest Gump was one of the most uplifting movies and was filled not only with emotion
but also values. One of my favorite scenes was when Forest finds out that he has a son.
He asks Jenny if his sone is O.K. (meaning smart) and she replies he's one of the brightest
kids in his class.
Interview with the Vampire. I was moved when the young girl vampire and her woman
friend were locked in a well and died in the sun.
Braveheart because it made you so invested in the character, though his death was sad,
the way his spirit lived on through his countrymen was profoundly moving.
Mr. Magorium's Wonder Imporium - I just loved the magic!
"The Pursuit of Happyness" - The scene when after everything he's been through being
homeless and penniless, he wins the Wall Street internship and walks into the street full
of joy. Yes, I'd love to make a movie.
I was greatly impacted by Batman Begins. I was moved by how Bruce Wayne was
willing to give up everything in order to pursue justice and protect his home city of
Gotham. I was really moved at the end of the movie when Bruce is cleaning up his
destroyed mansion but still has a smile on his face. I don't really want to make a movie at
this time.
Slumdog Millionaire-The challenges that are faced and how everything is overcome.
Forrest Gump. The portrayal of Forrest Gump as a vessel of history was moving
reflection on a remarkable half-century of American History.
TittanicThe reason why it is up lifting to me is because of the love. they was together till
he died. He died to save her. That tells me that he would have done anything for her
even costing him his life. I do not want to make a movie
The Notebook, it made me feel horrible but afterwards i cried and me and my girlfriend
cuddled and made out a lot. I have made several movies and hope to make more.
Secondhand Lions The scene that made my heart soar was the one where the young boy
gets out of his mom's car and walks back to a warm welcome from his uncles.
Marly and me Its very touching because i have 2 dogs and they mean the world to me.
The Notebook The whole entire movie was depicted by love, the American dream, and
hardships. Also the movie was stereotypical to how an american grows up through war,
and driven by love. Id make a movie!
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Pride and Prejudice. Its overall message (that you can find love despite your
shortcomings) was very inspirational. What made it emotional, to me, was the music and
locations used. Very much put me in the mindset of the time. Plus, you can really connect
with the leading lady, and you become emotionally invested in her (if she can do it, so
can I...).
Men of Honor I really enjoyed the scene where he proved that he could be a diver even
with his disability. Makes me cry each time I watch it. No, I don't want to make a move.
Random, but Farscape: The Peacekeeper Wars. Having watched the show from the
beginning, to see the characters banding together to fight an overwhelming enemy, to do
what was right, not expedient, and to fight for their love for each other, truly moved me.
What kind of movie are you trying to make?
My ever most loving movies is " TITANIC". Her feel of love even after many years.
Really great.
What was most positive, uplifting, emotional movie you have ever seen? The Notebook
What aspect of scene of the movie moved you? The concept of the power of love. We
are looking for movies which had a positive message that uplifted your spirit and soul.
Oh, by the way, do you want to make a movie? No
Gone With the Wind Set in Atlanta during the Civil War and Reconstruction, tells the
story of a young woman, Scarlet O'Hara, and the trials and tribulations she encounters
when everything is taken away from her. When she is left with absolutely nothing, she
continues to retain her personality, and her passion of life. Sure!
Miracle at Saint Anna Although there is a lot of gore because its a WWII movie, the
ending, where the small boy that the American soldiers were protecting comes back years
later and is reunited with the lone soldier survivor, it is very touching and reminds me
that there are still happy moments in one's life no matter how difficult it has been. And
yes actually i have been contemplating making a short movie, just lacking materials and
inspiration.
Never Been Kissed
The Persuit of Happiness The idea that a poor man could rise up and become rich and
happy.
The most excellent movie I have ever seen is My Fair Lady with Rex Harrison because
there is so much in the movie that I can learn from. After watching the movie I wonder
do I really want to change who I am? Do I want to forget where I come from and my
upbringing? The idea of becoming rich, egotistic, selfish, and all work and no fun scare
me. I like the beginning where Eliza Doolittle playing with rotten cabbage and singing so
happily "All I want is a room somewhere far away from the cold night air." That song
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makes me realize that sometime I don't realize that happiness is there until it is too late.
No matter what situation I am in as long as I have love one by my side, I grateful. I'm too
busy to make money but thank you for asking.
Titanic
the secret, it is inspiring
Titanic, because I really got to see how true love really works and how Jack and Rose
were willing to stay together even after all that, and even though Rose was engaged to
someone she didn't like and Jack was too poor for her family, she truly loved him. What
moved me was the part when they were escaping from the ship Sure, I wanna make a
movie! :)
This might sound kind of stupid, but the movie I can remember being moved the most by
was The Iron Giant. I want so much to be a superhero in my everyday life.
What Dreams May Come Robin Williams loves his wife so much that when she dies, he
goes into Hell to retrieve her. Love conquers all - love of another is greater than love of
oneself,
The most amazing movie I have seen is The Pursuit of Happiness. The message of the
movie in simple terms is " Where there is a will, There is a way". The most moving scene
in the movie was when the hero and his son roam around the streets with no place to slee.
Another scene that was good was where the the hero and his son are playing Basket ball
and the hero tells the son that never let anyone tell you what you can't do. I think this ia a
very inspirational fil.
Movie - Chak De India!!! The final match when teh team senses the need for team spirit
and co-operate keeping aside all the ego's and personal differences between them and at
last won the historic match. No, making a movie is not my cup of tea
kung fu soccer just loved the effects and girl getting pretty.
I would have to say Things we lost in the fire. The seen that was most uplifting was when
the mother realized how much the friend who moved in touched there lives and was there
help make things better for them
Cool Runnings. It proves that anything is possible if you have the will to endure.
The Notebook was the most positive, uplifting, emotional move I have seen. Subtract the
tragic reality of Alzheimer's disease revealed at the end, the main ideas about love,
loyalty, and freedom speak volumes. There are two scenes that really moved me: The
first was when Allie and Noah are at the beach, and she indicates that she wants to be a
bird (so she can be truly free to fly as high as she wishes and behave how SHE wants to
behave). The second was a drawn-out scene in which Allie breaks off ties with her
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fiancÃ© and chooses to be with Noah, giving their relationship a second chance. Allie's
fiancÃ© shows great courage and understanding when he gives Allie back to Noah, not
considering how inappropriate or unethical the act might be.
SLC Punk was very uplifting to me because I think it was a great coming of age story. It's
something everybody can relate to, particularly if you used to be part of a subculture.
When I watched Little Miss Sunshine I felt that it was a very uplifting movie. At first I
couldn't get past some characters but at the end I figured out that this was the story of a
very dysfunctional family that ended up sticking with each other no matter how hard
things got. That message was beautiful. And I've stated before that I'd love to make a
movie. :D
The movie was called,Rudy. The part that uplifted me the most was when,Rudy got to
play for Notre Dame. I dont have any interests in making a movie.
Into the Wild - This movie affected me the most just rapping my head around ho
someone could throw all their monetary value, and identification to the wind and just live
free. Based on a true story.
October Sky. Watching those miners' sons make and fire rockets was inspiring to me.
Knowing it was a true story told me anything was possible with determination and focus
(and a little help from Laura Dern!)
''Pursuit of Happiness'' - a wonderful movie that makes you question what you find
valuable in life and also makes you realise all that we take for granted in our own lives.
Without a doubt, the Sound of Music. The dancing scene on the patio where Maria and
the Captain realize they are in love gets me everytime.
The matrix
The most romantic heart warming movie for me would have to be the Notebook. It is a
love story about two young people from different sides of the track that manage some
how to love one another through many struggles. For me the most moving part of the
whole movie is the end when these two people have shared a life time together also leave
this world together.
Life is Beautiful. I was moved by the father's ability to keep it together, to protect his
son, in the face of daunting challenges. Movie - I'm in.
The color purple! I loved this movie, One of the messages in this movie was that you
can not place the value of your life on your outward appearance. Best scene when Oprah
curled her fist up and knocked the little girl that was now with her husband down the
hole in the floor which led right into the lake.
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Gladiator
Dead Poet's Society - The power of a wonderful teacher, and their ability to change lives.
The movie that really sends me to know that anything could happen and that are paths
can sometimes change, would be the movie of Castaway with Tom Hanks. The part in the
movie when Tom hanks comes back which it was a shock for his old girlfriend because
they all thought he was dead and they barred him. When his old girlfriend kisses him and
for just a minute she was back where she loved him and where they left off but because
she was married with a kid could not pursue ,she wanted to go with him but changed her
mind out in the rain. There was also this letter that Tom had got when he was
shipprecked with a butterfly on it, and he delievered the message from the so called guy
who had a family and had moved on and Tom figured to follow her at the end of the
movie because of the letter it took him home and gave him hope. Tom hanks really took
in to no matter what lifes like no matter how life was or is now you got to rough and
tough it and move on. Survival a movie of love and hope Castaway. I do not want to
make a movie because I am not so good at remembering lines.
The most uplifting movie I have ever seen is The Pursuit Of Happiness. I was so moved
with the way that Chris cared for his son even though he was going through a hard time
in his life. The way his son looked up at him and saw him as a wonderful father even
though they were sleeping in train station bathrooms brought me to tears. I would love to
make a movie.
The most uplifting movie I have seen is Chak De India. This is an Indian movie. I liked
the spirit with which the actor restored the nations proud by working hard.
Benny and Joon
The is movie-"pursuit of happiness" when movie star "bruce" got success in his career.
The Five People You Meet In Heaven I really couldn't pinpoint which scene moved me
the most...maybe the part where he meets his wife again...but it was all incredibly
moving. Sure, can I choose what the movie is about?
Slumdog Millionaire The flashbacks of how the boy from the slums learned from his
experiences to win "Who Wants To Be a Millionaire" was inspiring. Goes to show
NEVER GIVE UP and that we all have value .
The most positive, uplifting and emotional movie I have ever see was The Shawshank
Redemption. The scene that moved me most was at the end when Red and Andy are
reunited. Andy finally got to live the peaceful life he suffered so much for, Red made
amends for the mistakes he made, and we shown that a good friendship can bring you
through any obstacle life throws your way.
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Slumdog Millionaire. Seeing the real life poverty and corruption of India moved me to do
what I could for anyone. Yes, I would love to make a movie.
Fireproof
The Shawshank Redemption The Shawshank Redemption is my all time favourite.I
watched this movie for the first time as a teen,perhaps a decade ago. I cannot be sure of
how many times I have watched it,ever since. I think it brought us far from the hearts
and minds of those who reasonate with the wonderful story of the protagonist or the
floating light of the feelings brought about.Perhaps this is the reasion it is considered a
classic. The one scene that I remember vividly is when Tim Robbins crawls out and
embraces freedom,in the rain.It teaches us that suffering is a bridge, a bridge leading to a
better life.
Slumdog Millionaire
The Fountain. The symbolism throughout the whole movie as well as the
cinematography. The music is also beautiful. And I'd love to make a movie. :)
The Great Debaters...what an inspirational story to all those who can despite being
constantly told that they cannot. The debate over women's rights was inspiring, in
particular.
The name of the movie was "Amazing Grace and Chuck". It ends with one little boy
and a professional basket ball player setting the stage for the removal of all nuclear
weapons on earth.
A Beautiful Mind. Based on the life story of the mathematics genius John Nash who
suffers from schizophrenia all through his life but in the end fights all odds and wins the
most prestigious award in the world in his field. The way he struggled all through and
succeeded was really inspirational.
I found Flicka to be a wonderful movie. A family that owns a horse farm goes through a
lot of troubles with money, and their daughter. But the family works together and gets
through it all. A family staying together is sometimes a rare thing. I especially like the
part where Katy is finally able to ride the wild stallion she is trying to tame. And also
when she(Katy) becomes sick from trying to tame the horse and she finally recovers. And
no I don't want to make a movie.
Lord of the Rings trilogy. Many scenes (such as battle scenes, and those about loss) were
inspiring as far as triumph and resulting good things in spite of tragedy and odds, if you
have determination and find purpose.
the most uplifting movie I have seen is Top Gun. Just the message behind never giving
up is so powerful.
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A League of Their Own. i saw this movie when I was a girl, who loved baseball and
played softball. It taught me how many options women have and just how much we can
do in the face of sexism. It also taught me about love, family, heartbreak and the
relationships we form along the path of ourlife.
Franco Zafferelli's Brother Sun, Sister Moon is such a beautiful rendering of the life of
St. Francis of Assisi! The scene that absolutely blows me away occurs when Francis goes
to see the Pope at St. John Lateran. Francis casts aside the script he had brought and
recites the Sermon on the Mount. Those attending the Pope are horribly offended and
move to take Francis and his followers out of the church. But the Pope (played by Alec
Guiness) appears transformed and has Francis and the others brought back in before him.
the Pope asks Francis what he wants and Francis responds that he wants to know what he
has done wrong. The Pope explains that he once had similar enthusiasm for faith but has
"become encrusted with the governance of the church." With that the Pope descends the
throne, prostrates himself, and kisses Francis' feet. The scene never fails to put me back
into the frame of true faith, scoured of all that encrusts me and keeps me from a living
relationship with the maker of all things. i have no clue how to work on a movie. But I
would be happy to give it a shot -- why not?
The most uplifting movie I saw was the Pursuit of Happyness with Will Smith. It made
me cry because the protagonist was a homeless single father and he fought tooth and nail
to get out of his situation. And in the end, he made it. It made me cry because it was
such a powerful story, and it was such an inspiration to me. It made me feel I could get
out of any bad situation with the right amount of determination. No, I wouldn't like to
make a movie.
Le fabuleux destin d'AmÃ©lie Poulain, otherwise just known as Amelie in the States,
was one of the most uplifting and emotional movies I've seen to date. It's the story of an
incredibly introverted twenty-something year old French girl named Amelie. Amelie has
a talent for finding the solutions to her friends complex life problems, but is absolutely
helpless to find answers to her own problem. Finally through a series of bizarre puzzles
she sets up for a man she admires from afar, Amelie finds true love and her place in the
world. 10/10 stars in my opinion.
The most uplifting movie I have ever seen is "The Sound of Music". it is uplifting
because it teaches you to follow your dreams. It teaches you that sometimes you must
search for your dreams and your dreams may be different than what you originally
thoguht. It also teaches you to stand up for your political beliefs even when it ia not the
popuar or easy thing to do.
Pay It Forward The fact that you can change someones life by even the smallest act of
kindness. I do NOT want to make a movie.
I have watched significant movies which have motivated me Pursuit of Happyness: The
character played by Will Smith never losses his patience and I think patience is an art of
hoping. He works very hard despite severe roadblocks. And Bollywood movies like
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Chak De India: This movie tells how the team effort can beat best in the world and how
to build up and manage the team. Lakshay: Showed me the importance of having Goals
or Lakshay in life.
This may not be quite the answer you are looking for about an uplifting movie, but this
one definitely uplifted me! I recently watched "He's just not that into you" and I was glad
I did. It's about time women (and some men for that matter) realize that people must
WANT to be with you to make you happy. It's not about being with someone who is
going to be there and put no effort into pleasing the both of you. They need to please
themselves and want to be with you! They will definietly put forward the effort to stay
with you. Trust me, if he wants to be with you, and only you, he will put forth the effort
required to make you happy! This movie was great as far as helping to change the
perspective to a lot of unhappy people!
I really like Crash. It was such as great movie about people coming together and
overcoming differences. I study intercultural communication a bit so this interested me
on that academic level as well as an emotional one. Te acting and cinematography were
great as well, and it was obviously well written. Yes, I want to make a movie.
We have seen the uplifting movie is "Home Ward Bound".The emotional situation of this
movie is the love of three pets(two dogs and a cat)with their owner.This scene is most
affected our mind.
A Simple Twist of Fate Everything about this movie was emotional and uplifting. The
storyline, the characters and the actor portrayals were spot on. The soundtrack is my
favorite of all the movies I've ever seen and I've seen thousands. This movie is by far the
best movie I will ever see.
What Dreams May Come This movie is amazingly heartwrenching as there is a lot of
death, but it is an absolut testament to the power of true love. To see Chris go into the
hell voluntarily to save his wife is incredible.
Titanic
Across the Universe - The whole movie is completely amazing. The scene "I Want You,"
is brilliant.
Up!this movie had several touching points. The relationship between the old man and his
wife was sweet and romantic. the relationship between the boy and the old man was
touching as well because of the torn relationship the boy had with his real father. This
movie is a story about moving on, growing up and really loving yourself and others!
Where the Heart is.
True Romance. Beautiful videography-- the shoot-out scene is the very, very best I've
ever seen, and everyone winds up happy in the end. Truly a great movie.
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Fireproof, It was a very uplifting and inspirational movie about a firefighter and family.
It gave you a different outlook on things. No I do not want to make a movie.
The Straight Story, about a man who hasn't seen his bother in years, finds out he is dying
and travels to him on his ride on lawnmower to visit. His persistence in the face of people
who tell him he is crazy really is inspiring. Thanks, AmyC
im indian and i saw indian movie black friday its about bombay bomb blast... true story
make me to know about indian police are really more fast and skilled and well trained..
must watch movie
The Most Uplifting Movie I have seen has to be The Notebook. Perfect love story to
make you believe in love all over again. And yes Id love to make a move.
Probably the most positive movie I've seen (apart from It's a Wonderful Life by Frank
Capra) is probably "When Harry Met Sally..." The happy ending movies uplift my spirit.
They do not uplift my soul because I'm atheist. I confess that, even if I'm a hetero married
man of 45 years, I secretly cried at the end of the movie. Happy-end movie make me cry,
sometimes. On the other side, tragic, sad storied make me angry, so I avoid that kind of
movies (like Titanic which I'm really happy I did not see!). Ok, I think that for $0.01 I've
open my hearth enough!
The most positive movie I've ever seen was Sarafina, about the rebellion of South African
teens against the apartheid government. What moved me most was their courage in the
face of overwhelming oppression.
The most uplifting movie I have seen, and own, is Phenomenon. I have watched this
movie every time I want an emotional boost. I love that the main character tries to help
everyone else, even at the end of his life. He is trying to make a difference in the lives of
those that have touched his. He even helps those left behind to grieve for him, before his
death.
Shakespeare in love.
"Castaway" with Tom Hanks. The one scene where his wife (Helen Hunt) who has
hidden her true feelings since her husband's return, finally blurts it all out. The main
theme is that people can be torn apart by forces beyond their control, yet still retain their
feelings for one another. No.
My best movie is Man on fire for Denzel Washington ... The aspect of scene that moved
me ... are the aspects of sacrifice ... when he sacrifice of his self just to give the girl the
opportunity to live ... I do like to make a movie but I can't because I don't have the gift of
acting nor directing ...
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One of the most tear jerking yet inspirational movies I have ever seen has to be Rudy.
This true story shows that through hard work and dedication anyone can accomplish their
dreams. At the end of the movie when he finally gets in the game and makes the tackle
just makes me feel all warm inside.
seven pounds
The most uplifting movie I have seen is 'The Shawshank Redemption'. The most touching
& inspirational scene was in which the protagonist Andy says- "Hope is a good thing, &
no good thing ever dies." I simply love the quote!
The most amazing, positive, uplifting movie I've ever seen was Angels of the Universe,
an Icelandic film about several men in a mental institution. The humour against the
bleakness of the landscape, the wonderful portrayals of all aspects of humanity, and the
beautifully drawn conclusions of it all have stayed with me for years. It's not an obvious
choice, but it is something that truly makes you feel better about being part of the human
race, that gives you hope and understanding and a little more faith in the world. I would
love to make a film one day, were I to have the time, the skills, the contacts. I'd love to
shoot something black and white, something very simple, very French, perhaps.
Robin Williams What Dreams May Come is a powerful movie that holds you in place as
you feel every stab of emotion from a gentlemen that has lost his wife and three kids
through a car accident and is stuck in pergatory until he can let go of his anger and hurt to
accept only love. So very moving,it has more power to me than the movie I base my life
on, Pay It Forward
hitch
FireProofWhen the main character realized that marriages need to be worked on and
worked through his Journal.
The movie 'Luther' which came out in, oh, 2005, I think? I saw it twice, once with my
parents and then dragged my friends along to a second viewing. I'm not Christian, but it
reminded me that some times things are difficult, especially when you're trying to change
some religious or social aspect of your life. But eventually you can get through it and find
a reward or an experience that you find gratifying.
The movie "Dave". It is how about an ordinary guy gets to be President of the United
States and makes changes to improve society. It is encouraging because it is nice to think
that if someone with a good heart and no strings could get into office, all of the good they
could do for the country. My favorite scene is when he works the budget to save the
homeless shelter and no one can really argue against him about it.
The most amazing movie I've ever seen emotional wise , has to be " A Walk To
Remember" it is a cute, sad romatic movie that makes you appreciate life and your loved
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ones. It definitly can uplift your spirit after having a glum day.
hard to make, i'll leave it to the pro's. (:

Movies seem way to

pova unakaka scentiment dilog advise
The Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood. The first time I saw this movie it was like an
entire world opened up before my eyes. It showed the importance and the necessity of
knowing all sides of a story. The villain in the piece on one side may be the other sides
hero and all that. And at the end, when the reconciliation and opening of secrets
happened, I felt so happy. Like, I could understand anything and anyone if I took the
time. It was emotional and uplifting.
The most positive movie I've seen it before is the lord of the rings . I know that this
movis is unreal , because there is a war between people and zombies which can't be in the
world. But I thinks there is message in this movis which see that there is a war between
the good and the worst . between the right and the false . that what I want to see.
The movie is "Dead Man Walking." It was great because it was about a nun showing
unconditional compassion for a death row inmate. And yes, I do want to make a movie!
The Ultimate Gift. I really liked to see how the main character changed. I do not want to
make a movie.
Garden State. It's a story about this 20-something failed actor, Andrew, who comes back
to town for his mother's funeral and ends up meeting Sam, a girl he'll never forget.
Sounds cliche, but it's more about how he learns to live and love and exist as a human
being than about "romance." The end made me cry, but in a good way. He thinks he has
to go back to LA (where he now lives) to sort out his affairs there, and then he'll come
back. But Sam knows if he goes he'll be too afraid to come back. And just at the end,
after you think the plane has taken off and that's it, he runs back through the airport to
find her, because he finally gets it.
Bruce Almighty Always help others, you don't know when God is watching. I would
love to make a movie.
The most uplifting movie I have seen is "The Notebook", which is moving because it
shows the power of love and now enduring it can be
Cinema Paradiso Final scene in the screening room yes
"The Bucket List" This movie inspires me everytime I am feeling low. Each time I see it
I get a message
I have to admit, that old-time classic, "It's a Wonderful Life" was the most positive,
uplifting and emotional movie I have ever seen.
The overall theme moved me. I
liked the portrayal of life not always turning out the way we want, and we can become
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bitter or use our experiences in a positive way to make changes in our world. Family
love, hardships, triumph and especially, the villain to overcome (Mr. Potter). We all have
at least one of those. In other words, Good overcoming evil. No, thank you about
wanting to make a movie.
Slumdog Millionaire had positive and great massage and was very good and uplifting
movie.
Forrest Gump - watching those casts come off was cathartic! I felt like I too could free
myself from the burdens of my life.
the most positive,uplifting ,emotional movie i have ever seen was mozhi. the aspect of
scene of the movie moved was introduction of jothika. yes i want to make such a movie
like mozhi
Benny and Joon. There were many scenes I loved but I suppose it was the one in the art
studio. It is a wonderful reminder than no matter how hopeless we may seem there is
someone out there to compliment it so we don't have to be alone.
Definitely 'The Shawshank Redemption', even though it doesn't start out too positive!
Woodstock. When Joe Cocker simulated guitar movements when he sang.
Pay it Forward this movie makes you realize that by helpng just oneperson it an affect a
whole lot of others as well.
Fireproof
PAY IT FORWARD--IT REMINDS ME THAT ONE PERSON CAN DO
SOMETHING SIGNIFICANT.
Pan's Labyrinth - although dark and disturbing in many ways, the overall message is that
of transcendance and hope. The last scene where we discover that the main character has
moved on to inherit eternal life from her father was very emotional to me. I do not want
to make a movie.
Million Dollar Baby The movie moved me to over come the odds and make something
of yourself. The most powerful scene is when her family turns their backs on her and just
wants her money.
La Misma Luna
FireproofWhen the main character told his wife that he loved her through Christ which by
the way from personal experience is the most powerful and unbreakable love. No I'm not
into the spotlight.
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Shawshank Redemtion, uplifting motzart scene, never give up hope
Indra
Tagore
ya...i want make a movie... i saw a emotional movie lagaan
The movie is "Pay It Forward". The little boy believed in his school project so much that
it changed the world. He actually put something good in motion other than just trying to
make a grade.
The movie "Abraham" is an old movie of a faithful god person Abraham.In this film it
shows a lot of emotions,sacrifice and uplifted my spirit and soul.By seeing the film we
can learn the most precious word FAITH in the LORD GOD.
Little Miss Sunshine. Something so odd and gratifying about seeing a cynical, modern
family find happiness.
The Pursuit of Happyness was, by far, the most amazingly uplifting and inspirational
movie I have ever seen. The fact that the lead character refused to give up despite the
direness of his circumstance was amazing.
The uplifting movie that moved me in the recent times is "The Slumdog Millionnaire"
(Bollywood) by Danny Boyle. The movie is about a boy named Jamal Malik who resides
in the slums of Mumbai (India) becoming a Milionnaire by attending the reality show
"Who Wants to be Millionnaire?". The movie is based on the novel Q & A by Vikas
Swarup. The movie starts with a question asking why did Jamel become a millionaire?
giving us options like, cheated, lucky, genius or its his destination. From there the movie
travels into the life Jamal where he answers the policeman how he was able to tell all the
right anwer when he did not even go to school. As Jamal starts explaining we get to know
about his early life along with elder brother Salim Malik. The story also releaves about
the tragic life of lost boys and girls and the use they are put into in order to earn money
for underworld dons in Mumbai. The best thing i like about the movie is that the hero
Jamal goes in search of his lover Latika, eventhough he knows she is a mistress of a Don.
Another part is the confidence he has in his lover and love most of all. The best part
being the concept of destiny. If we are destined to achieve a certain place then there is
nothing that is stop us. The effort is that we should move in the right path towards our
destiny. In a scene Jamal will tell that he only participated in the show inorder that Latika
will watch him and she inturn will tell Jamal that it does not matter wheather he wins or
loses. Love is the most positive thing in a persons life. It can make a person or destroy
one. But if we are destined to achieve it then there is nothing that is stopping us from
achieving it.
The Sound of Music lifts my spirits every time I watch it. Maria has such a strong, sweet
spirit that is so contagious. She is brave enough to speak the truth in love to Captain Von
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Trapp when she sees that he is neglecting his children. I am always moved when, through
the sound of his children singing, the captain comes to realize that he has been neglecting
his children. The children are precious. The Austrian scenery is breathtaking. The music
is classic.
Australia. There were so many scenes in the movie that moved me that it's hard to pick
out one in particular. However, when he's getting his face blackened so he can go to the
theater and the woman says "Got every right to be there"...the way she says it and the
way it's all coming together...good times.
Star Trek XI
The movie entitled Rainman. Another movie that is old about a young girl with panic
attacks that was hard to control, she was hard to handle and at she finally found herself .
Other one was about a Teacher that had to deal with a mal educated girl who had {I
think} down syndrome. She was spoiled and had a behavior problem that was finally
dominated by the teacher. She did it in a way that seemed to be rude but at the end was
efective.The principal facing a crowd of terrible kids. All this movies gives a touch of life
to people without hope. I would like to make several movies. The first one would be very
strong uplifting. Narnia,Harry Potter are also fantasy movies that I would oerview the
reality of it.
"Eagle Eye" English Movie The Climax scence about Technology plays a negative role.
Titanic - This is the movie I have ever seen such a beautiful movie. Though all the scenes
in this movie is really good and emotional. But for me the uplifting and emotional scene
is after the ship got sink into the water, jack will be holding a wood piece but frozen with
ice and die. Rose will be shouting jack! wakeup! wake up Jack! This is the very
emotional love scene i enjoyed.
Pursuit of happyness
Pay It Forward The message is incredible and the movie is powerful, especially the scene
at the end when the kid doesn't make it but left a lasting impression.

The most uplifting movie I have seen is Pay It Forward even though it has
somewhat of a sad ending. The movie is about doing something to help your
fellow man. Random acts of kindness. Once someone has done that for you
it's now your duty to pay back that act of kindness by doing the same for
another person. Imagine how much better the world would be if we all
committed a random act of kindness for a stranger daily.
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